Food Packets Distribution by SSB personnel under the aegis of Sandiksha

New Delhi (13th April, 2020):- On April 13, 2020, around 1000 food packets were prepared at 25th BN, SSB with joint efforts of welfare branch(FHQ) under the aegis Sandiksha, SSB Wives' Welfare Association with the directions of Smt Seema Prasad, President Sandiksha.

For this humanly cause, Executive Committee of Sandiksha i.e. Smt. Getasree Thakur Chakravarty, Vice President, Smt. Ameeta Negi, Secretary, Smt. Seema Singh, Joint Secretary, of Sandiksha. also took active participation.

Thereafter, at around noon, all the food packets were distributed at jawahar camp under jurisdiction of Kirti Nagar Police Station by SSB personnel under command of Sh. Harsh Sinha, Asstt. Comdt., as in-charge, 1 SO and 7 Ors to cater to the people living in nearby slums and camps temporarily established to provide shelter to stranded and homeless people.

Food packets were distributed successfully with due precautions followed by instructions of COVID-19. Moreover, some local political leaders including Ex - MLA Subhash Sachdeva came to briefly meet the force personnel engaged in distribution of food packets for thanking the force personnel for the efforts being made for the novel cause to the service of mankind at this juncture.
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